
Part 2 
LEV Technology 



Terminology of air handling 

Local air displacement 
A wide, relatively slow moving body of air blown into the operator’s 
breathing zone, to displace contaminated air.  

 
Make up air 
Air to replace the extracted air. A common failing in LEV applications is the 
failure to make provision for make up air. 

 
Eddy 
A region in air flow with a rotary motion, contrary to the main flow. 

 
Source 
The process creates the source. This is creation of the contaminant cloud. 

 
Source strength 
A combination of the volume rate of release of the contaminant cloud, the 
cloud volume, shape, speed and contaminant concentration. 



Terminology of air handling 

Turbulence 
A non-laminar air movement.  A major contributor to 
reductions in velocities and hence deposition in duct work. 

 
Vector 
The speed and direction of the contaminant cloud. 

 
Wake 
A low pressure region that forms downstream of a body in an 
airflow. 

 
Working zone 
The area where the contaminant cloud is being created and 
the volume of air affected. 

 
Displacement ventilation 
Clean air displaces the contaminated air with minimal mixing. 



Terminology of air handling 

Dilution ventilation 
A supply of clean air introduced into the workplace, mixing 
with contaminated air, hence reducing exposure 
concentrations. 

 
Transport velocity 
Air velocity to convey particles and prevent deposition in 
ducts. 

 
Duct velocity       
The average air velocity measured on a duct cross section. 

 
Linear flow rate 
Measurement scale  -  metres per second 

 
Volume flow rate 
Measurement scale  -  cubic metres per second 



Terminology of air handling 

Clearance time 
The time taken for a contaminant to clear from a room or 
enclosure, once the generation has stopped. 

 
Manometer 
A simple pressure indicating device. 

 
Pressure 
Units if measurement  -  pascals  -  (Pa) 

 
Positive pressure 
Air pressure higher than that in the workplace. 

 
Negative pressure 
Air pressure lower than that in the workplace. 



Terminology of air handling 

Static pressure 
Air pressure, measured normal to the direction of flow. 
Differences in static pressures create air movement. 
Atmospheric pressure pushes air from a high pressure area 
to a low pressure area.  

 
Total pressure 
The sum of the static and velocity pressures. 

 
Velocity pressure 
Pressure exerted by air due to its motion. 
 

Air (material) balance 
Amount in – amount out  =  fugitive emissions 
 

  



Properties of Airborne Material 

GAS 

• Formless fluid that expands to occupy a space.   Molecular in 
size  

• Usually invisible although some, at high concentrations, do 
have a colour.  

• E.g. Chlorine, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide.  

 

VAPOUR 

• The volatile form of substances usually in a liquid or solid state 
at room temperature and pressure. Molecular in size.  

• Usually invisible although at high concentrations (thousands of 
ppm) vapour-laden cloud may be just visible.  

• E.g. Styrene, trichloroethylene,acetone, mercury.  



DUST 

• Solid particles generated by processes such as crushing, grinding, 
powder handling etc. Inhalable size range: 0.01 – 100 µm. 
Respirable particles are usually <10 µm  

• Individual particles >25 µm may be visible in diffuse light. Inhalable 
clouds will be partially visible, whilst respirable clouds will usually be 
invisible.  

• e.g. Silica, flour, grain dust.  

FUME 

• Sub-micrometer particles formed when material from a volatilised 
solid condenses. Fumes are all respirable being 0.001 – 1.0 µm  

• Particle clouds tend to be dense and therefore visible. Individual 
particles/low density clouds as for dust.  

• Rubber, solder or welding fume.  

 

 



MIST/ AEROSOL 

• Liquid droplets suspended in air formed by processes such as 
spraying. Droplet sizes as for dust but size distribution may 
change over time as liquid evaporates.  

• Individual particles >25 µm may be visible in diffuse light. 
Inhalable clouds will be partially visible, whilst respirable clouds 
will usually be invisible. 

• e.g. Paint mist from spraying, acid mist from electroplating.  

FIBRE 

• Solid particles whose length is several times their diameter. 
Diameters as for dust.  

• Individual particles >25 µm may be visible in diffuse light. 
Inhalable clouds will be partially visible, whilst respirable clouds 
will usually be invisible. 

• e.g. Asbestos, MMMF.  

 



Sunbeams in a 
foundry 



Fine (“respirable”), airborne particles are invisible. 
Particle clouds can be made visible by Tyndall 
illumination 

Now you see it Now you don’t 



Now you see it 

Fine airborne mist is invisible in normal lighting 

Now you don’t 



Sanding without Tyndall lighting 



Sanding with Tyndall lighting 



Sometimes a dust lamp is not needed, all you need 
is a camera! 



• Particles>100um travel some distance if 
ejected at speed but settle out quickly 

• Particles ~100um settle out of air near 
process that generated them 

• Smaller particles float and remain 
suspended in air (minutes) & move with 
air currents 

Movement of particles in air 



Properties of airborne vapours  
 

Important to consider; 

• Vapours & gases move with air 

• Vapours & gases capable of 
penetrating deep into lungs 

• Density ….. to an extent! 

 

  



Is this how hexane flows out of a mixer? 



Is this how hexane flows out of a mixer & is sucked 
away by the LEV slot?  



How hexane-air mixture really flows 



Processes and sources of health hazard  

• Rotating tools and parts 
• Hot (and cold) processes 
• Free falling materials 
• Spraying and blasting 
• Impact and vibration 
• Handling 
• Machining 
• Abrasion 
• Sweeping 



Some illustrated sources- spraying 



Some illustrated sources- circular saw 



Some illustrated sources - disc cutter 



Some processes- powder falling into a bin 



Some processes- powder falling onto a flat surface 
 



Some processes- powder falling onto a flat surface 
from greater height 



Some processes – air & dust displacement 



Some processes – blowing 



The usual elements of an LEV system 

Hood 

Duct work 

Fan 

Air cleaner 

Exhaust outlet 



In LEV system design, the most critical element is: 

The HOOD 

Main reasons why systems fail to protect: 
•  Incorrect type of hood is chosen (and could never provide 
sufficient protection) 
•  The airborne contaminant isn’t contained or captured. 
•  LEV hood design doesn’t match the process and source(s) 
•  Insufficient airflow (various reasons) 



Local exhaust ventilation hoods: 

Capture mobile 



Capturing (Capture) 

The three basic types of LEV hood 

Enclosing (Contain and separate) 

Receiving (Receive, contain & empty) 



Partial, large Room 

LEV hood classification expanded  

Receiving 

Capturing 

Hot 

Partial, small Full 

Enclosures 



The 3 different types of capturing hood 

•  LVHV 

•  Fixed 

•  Moveable 
 



High Velocity Low Volume Capture Hoods 



Capturing hoods 

(adapted from Hemeon’s Plant and Process Ventilation) 

Hood has to generate sufficient 
airflow at and around the source 
to ‘capture’ and draw in the 
contaminant-laden air 

The process, 
source and 
contaminant 
cloud are outside 
the hood 



Capturing hood properties  

•  Capture velocity, distance and zone  
•  Process induced air movement and draughts 
•  Airflow, velocity contours and flanges 
•  Capture ‘bubbles’ 
•  Capture curve  
•  Capture zone and Working Zone 



Improving hood effectiveness 
and efficiency through enclosure 

Capturing  
(100%) 

Partial enclosure (<10%) 

Total enclosure (~1%) 



Partial, large 

Room 
Partial, small 

Full 

Enclosures 



1.  Stop spread of fine paint mist and 
vapour 

2.  Reducing the exposure of the 
sprayer (and others) 

3.  Preventing the exposure of others 
inside, and outside, the workplace 

Room enclosures (“cabins”, “booths”) 



(1) How do room enclosures work? 

1. Negative pressure is created by air extraction; 
prevents spread of mist/vapour into the 
workplace 

2. Spray mist is diluted and displaced; reducing 
exposure of users 

3. Exhaust air is filtered or discharged safely; 
prevents, or minimises, exposure of others 



(2) How do room enclosures work? 

Airflow  
•  What is often imagined 
•  What happens in practice  
and, why it matters 
 



How air is imagined to flow  

Why does it  
Matter that 
this is 
wrong? 



Sprayer may believe he’s instantly protected 



Actual pattern of airflow in a typical downdraft booth 



Why does this airflow pattern matter? 



Is it safe to take a look? 



Paint spraying with Tyndall illumination 



Spraying 

20 seconds 
later 

40 seconds 
later 





Interaction of a free flowing air jet with 
the booth airflow – Video clip 

4 sec 

30 sec 50 sec 

15 sec 



Spaying a panel – air flow visualised using smoke 



How do people think air flows into a booth? 



Side eddies and vena contracta 



Side eddies, vena contracta and leakage 



How air flows into a booth 



Edge eddies reduced as much as possible by 
making entry smooth  



Edge eddy reduced by making entry smooth 



Reducing size and protrusion of 
eddies 



Effect of draught – ‘deep’ booth with 0.5 m/s  
face velocity  



Shallow booth, low & uneven face velocity 
(0.3 m/s) & an ‘energetic’ process 



Booth (0.5 m/s) - Uneven internal and face velocity 

m/s 
Face of booth 



Deeper booth, even face velocity (0.5 m/s) 
& an ‘energetic’ process 



How does air flow around a person at 
a booth? 



Wake effect – standing straight 



Wake effect – leaning in 



Airflow around a person standing at a booth 



Wake effect and impact on exposure/spread 



Wake effect recognised and mitigated 



Four methods of eliminating or reducing 
wake effect 

Barrier Side-draught 

‘True’ down-draught Move source 



Eliminating & reducing wake effect – 
transparent barrier 

1895 



Transparent barrier 



Eliminating & reducing wake effect – 
side-draught hood 



Eliminating & reducing wake effect – 
Use a down-draught walk-in booth 



Eliminating & reducing wake effect – 
Move the process and source  



Minimising wake effect through personal positioning 



Minimising wake effect using a down draft booth 



Receiving hoods 

Hot 



Basics of how receiving hoods work  



Canopy hoods do not protect people 
directly involved in a process 

They do not protect 
operators working on 
the hot process and/
or handling hot/warm 
product 



A common receiving (canopy) hood 



A receiving hood! 



Canopy receiving hood design principles:  

•  Be big enough to receive all the rising contaminant cloud 
•  Emptied as fast as it’s filled 
•  As near to the process and source as possible 
•  As enclosing as possible 
•  Shielded from draughts 



Ductwork 



Recommended Duct Velocity 

Type of Contaminant Duct Velocity 

Gases (non condensing) No minimum 

Vapours, smoke, fume 10 m/s 

Fine dry dust (e.g. fine powder, 
lint) 

12.5m/s 

Light/medium density dust (e.g. 
sawdust/ plastic dust) 

15 m/s 

Average industrial dust (e.g. 
grinding dust, wood shavings, 

asbestos, silica) 

20 m/s 

Heavy dusts  

(e.g. lead, metal turnings and 
damp materials) 

25 m/s 



Duct Design - Elbows 



Duct Design - Branches 



Duct Design – Multiple branches 



Duct Design – Cross Sectional Area 



Fans – Axial 

Types 

• Cased Axial 

• Belt driven axial 

• Bifurcated axial (least efficient but 
useful for flammable and corrosive 
materials) 

Good for high volume low resistance 
air movement as in general 
ventilation. 



Fans – Centrifugal 

• Good for high resistance 

• Often used for smaller volumes 

• Backward curved blades are better 



Fans/air movers 



Fans – Volume Flow Rate 

VFR = Cross sectional area x velocity  

 

If not enough? 

 

•  Increase fan size 

–  Expensive 

–  Noise 

–  Limited success 

•  Better to reduce resistance in the duct design. 



Dust and Fume 
Collectors 

BAG FILTERS 

Fabric filter with shaker 

• Hole in filter 

• Blinded filter 

• Wrong filter 

• Shaker failure 

• Wet material 



Dust and Fume 
Collectors 

CYCLONES 

• Designed to work at a 
specific velocity. 

• Do not control sub 10 
micro respirable dust. 

• Useful as a pre filter for 
larger particles. 



Dust and Fume Collectors 

ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATOR 

• Very effective on oil must 

• Potential for fires 

• Casing prone to corrosion 



Dust and Fume 
Collectors 

VENTURI SCRUBBER 



Emissions 

External 

•  Safe 

•  Environment Agency/ Local Authority 

Internal 

•  Safe 

•  Confidence in the filter system 

•  Reliability 

•  Planned preventative maintenance 



Airflow indicator – HSG 258 



Airflow indicator set-up 



Process Capture velocities 

Evaporation from liquids 0.25 – 0.5 m/s 

Spraying in large booth, filling, 
low-speed conveyors 

0.5 – 1.0 m/s 

Spraying in small booth, 
conveyor loading, crushers 

1.0 – 2.5 m/s 

Grinding, disc cutting, abrasive 
blasting 

2.5 – 10.0 m/s 

Capture velocities by process 



Lower end of range Upper end of range 

Low or room air currents Disturbing, relatively high 
velocity, room air currents 

Low toxicity contaminant High toxicity contaminant 

Intermittent, low 
production 

Continuous, high 
production 

Large hood and large 
mass air flow relative to 
the source 

Small hood and low mass 
airflow relative to the 
source 

Factors affecting capture velocities  



Air velocity required 
at this point to  
“capture” vapour-laden 
air ~0.5 metres per 
second (m/s) 

Capture of vapour-laden air: evaporation 



Capture of vapour-laden air: drum filling 

Air velocity required 
at this point to  
“capture” vapour-laden 
air ~2.5 metres per 
second (m/s) 



Mobile capturing hoods 



Capturing hood: Velocity contours and airflow lines 

Rule of thumb 
~10% face velocity 
1d from face 

d 



Airflow into an unflanged square hood 



Flange ‘pushes out’ velocity contours about 10-25% 



Capture bubble 

Movable capturing hood – capture ‘bubble’ 



Capture ‘bubble’ varies in size 



Dust control by capturing hood 





Employee Training 



Improving capture systems through good hood design 



Capturing hood capture ‘bubble’ 



Capturing hood capture ‘bubble’ 



Capture zone must encompass working zone 

Capture zone 



Capture zone and working zone 



What people believe about capturing hoods  



If a capture hood has to be used: 
•  Employer needs to know, and to specify, the capture zone 
required 
•  Employee needs to know too (and that it matches the 
working zone) 
•  Supplier needs to know the capture zones of the systems 
designed sold (and the working zone size to be covered) 

Capturing hood zone knowledge 



•  A capturing hood doesn’t work when  
1. It’s too small 
2. Has insufficient airflow 
3. Is applied to a large/diffuse/mobile/energetic process 

and source 
4. It’s very draughty 

•  They can work when  
1. Closely applied to a source, which is 
2. The same or similar size to the hood  
3. With sufficient airflow created in and 
 around the source 

•  Even better turn capture into an enclosure 



Sources fall into four general types  

•  Buoyant e.g. hot fume 

•  Injected into moving air e.g. by a spray gun 

•  Dispersed into workplace air e.g. draughts 

•  Directional – at least 5 subtypes 



Stonemasonry processes and sources 

Hand chiselling – 
explosive release of 
fine dust cloud 

Pneumatic chiselling – less 
explosive release of fine dust 
cloud than hand chiselling. 
Process ‘nibbles’ stone 

Dry disc polishing – doughnut 
shaped radial movement of 
cloud driven by disc ‘fan 
effect’ 

Interaction of the airflow 
generated by the rotating 
disc and the disc guard 
creates a broad directional 
air-jet 

Stone cutting action generates a jet of large 
(non-inhalable) stone fragments moving initially 
at the disc blade peripheral speed (~60 m/s). 
This stone fragment jet carries fine respirable 
dust in its wake 



Case Study - Sack emptying, with LEV control  



Has control to sack emptying 



Sack disposal with no LEV control 



But  no control for sack stacking 



Design, Installation, 
Commissioning, Maintenance 

and Routine Checks 



Contents 
 
•  Competence 
 
•  LEV commissioning – four stage 
 
•  LEV User Manual 
 
•  Checking and maintenance 

•  Equipment for checking LEV systems 
 
 



Competence - HSG 258 

Suppliers & Designers should: 
–  Know role and legal responsibilities 
–  Ensure effective liaison with the employer / client and installer 
–  Apply principles of LEV design 
–  Apply hood design to sources 
–  Design to ensure ease and safety of checking and maintenance 
–  Provide specifications for air-flow, ducting. and instrumentation 
–  Detail in-use performance checks 
–  Prepare an LEV User Manual 
–  Prepare a system Log-Book 

Now have Introduction to LEV Design Course (P602) 
 



Commissioning - HSG258 

Four stages 

1.  Installation and verify that the system 
was installed as designed 

2.  Show LEV systems meets specified 
technical performance 

3.  Control effectiveness 

4.  Commissioning report  



1. Installation 

•  Health and safety of installer and employer 
staff 

•  All components supplied as per quotation 
•  Power and other services available 
•  Assembled correctly 
•  Good working order 
•  Rough balancing and remedy of simple 

faults 



2. Technical performance 
Tests could include: 

•  Volumetric flow rates 

•  Air velocities including hood face 

•  Static pressures 

•  Fan and motor speed and power consumption 

•  Replacement air supply 

•  Filter performance 

•  Other 
 
Findings compared with quotation and included in report 



Three instances: 

1. LEV design known to be effective (standard 
design applied to standard process) 

2. LEV design shown qualitatively to be effective 
(Observation and qualitative tests suggest 
effective control) 

3. LEV design appears adequate but effectiveness 
uncertain (qualitative and quantitative tests 
needed plus, potentially, supplementary RPE) 

3. Control effectiveness 



3. Control effectiveness 
Qualitative includes: 
•  Making particle clouds visible (Tyndall effect) 
•  Making air movement visible with smoke 
•  Insightful observations 
Quantitative includes: 
•  Quantitative performance measurements 

(pressures, velocities, etc) and comparison 
with requirements 

•  Air sampling of exposure and work room 
levels 

•  Containment testing (specialist technique) 



4. Commissioning report 

•  Diagrams and system description, (inc test points) 

•  LEV performance specification 

•  Test results (pressures, velocities etc) 

•  Calculations 

•  Written report of findings 

•  Clear description of optimum operator behaviour 

•  Transfer of relevant data to User Manual and Log 
Book 



User manual? 



•  Simple description (inc a diagram) 
•  Performance information (design and 

commissioning) 
•  Checking and maintenance schedule 
•  Replacement parts (inc part numbers) 
•  Common signs of wear and control failure 
•  Instructions on how best to use the LEV 
•  Detailed description of through examination 

and test 

User manual 



Log Book 

•  Hoods, filter etc – static pressures (and 
velocities) 

•  Physical condition of LEV system 

•  Maintenance done and parts replaced 

•  Operator use of LEV in-line with agreed 
working methods 

•  Exposure control effectiveness 



Maintenance 
S

ty
re

n
e 

p
p

m
 

General 
ventilation 
only 

Improved  
GV + LEV 

LEV + “push” scouring 
and “pull” extraction 
deteriorates  

Good  
practice 
restored 

Poor maintenance of an LEV system can lead to loss of control. (“The 
Roller Coaster of Control”) 
 



1.  Static items, such as hoods and ductwork (look for 
physical damage and wear, corrosion etc). 

Operational checks/Maintenance 
 



2.  Moving items that may wear more quickly, such as fan 
bearings or filter shakers. 

Operational checks/Maintenance 
 



3.  Components that deteriorate 
with use, such as filters or 
flexible ducting. 
 

Operational checks/Maintenance 
 



4.  Items that need regular attention, such as filter 
bins or filters that need frequent replacement. 

Operational checks/Maintenance 
 



Things for employer to cover include: 
 
1.  Operator use of LEV in-line with agreed 

working methods 

2.  Exposure control effectiveness – record a 
judgement 

 
 
 

Operational checks/Maintenance 
 



Tips for checking and maintaining LEV 

The company should : 
•  Follow the User Manual instructions on checks and 

maintenance. 
•  Record checks and maintenance details in the log-book  
•  Identify the roles and responsibilities of individuals to 

make daily, weekly, monthly checks;  
•  Who oversees the use of control measures and arranges 

maintenance and repairs.  
•  Train all concerned. 
•  Ask users of controls such as LEV for feedback and 

suggestions as to how these can be improved. 



Inexpensive equipment for checking  
LEV systems 

•  In situ Manometers & Airflow Indicators 
 
•  Smoke 

–  Smoke tubes 
–  Smoke generators 

 
•  Tyndall Beam (Dust Lamp) 
 
•  Air velocity meters (Anemometers) 



Thorough Examination and Testing of the  
LEV system (TExT)  

 

•  Employer is responsible for:  
–  Arranging the thorough examination and test of 

engineering controls,  

–  Including LEV,  

–  By a competent person 

•  For LEV systems the examiner is usually external 

•  Other “engineering controls” need to be covered 
(probably best done by an internal person) 



Examination and Testing of LEV systems   

 Every employer's LEV system requires 
statutory 'through examination and testing' 
by a competent person  
–  At least every 14 months, may be shorter intervals for 

certain substances 

–  The statutory examination should be an audit of LEV 
system management 



LEV thorough examination and test 

HSG 258  
• “’Thorough’ means careful, methodical, painstaking 
and complete” 

Employer to co-operate to ensure: 
•  Minimal health risks (e.g. residues), and,  
• Safety risks (e.g. falls or entanglement)  
To the service provider and employees 



LEV Examiner  

•  The examiner must be competent 
•  The examiner must be provided with: 

–  commissioning report  
–  User Manual which should cover details of any 

thorough examination and testing work 
–  the log-book recording checks and maintenance 

activities 
–  full access to the systems and the co-operation of 

relevant staff 
If no commissioning report or manual available: 
•  The system will need to be retrospectively 

commissioned. 



•  Thorough examination and testing of LEV system involves three steps: 

–  Step 1 A thorough visual examination to verify "…in efficient 
working order, in good repair and in a clean condition…" - COSHH 
Regulation 9(1). 

–  Step 2 Measuring and examining the technical performance to 
check conformity with commissioning data 

–  Step 3 Assessment to check the adequate control of worker 
exposure 

•  System examiners need equipment such as pitot tubes, a smoke 
generator, a dust lamp an anemometer and sometimes, equipment for 
air sampling. 

LEV thorough examination and test 



Step 1: Thorough visual and structural examination 
 

Thorough visual examination including: 

•  External/internal examination for damage, wear 
and tear 

•  Check filter cleaning devices work 

•  Inspection of air mover mechanisms e.g. drive 
belts 

•  Look for indicators of ineffectiveness, e.g. dust 
deposits 

•  Check monitors, alarms etc 

•  Check air cleaners, e.g. filter fabric 



Step 2: Measurement of technical performance 
 

Measuring and examining technical  
performance including: 
•  Measuring velocities/pressure at 

suitable test points 
•  Check fan speed, motor speed and 

electrical power consumption 
•  Testing alarms and measuring air 

temperature 
•  Compare results of test with design 

specification 
•  Diagnose cause(s) of any 

discrepancies.  
•  If simple, correct. If not ask for 

repair. 



Step 2: Measurement of technical performance  
 

•  The examiner should calculate volumetric flow 
rates.   

The next steps are: 
•  Compare the results of testing with the LEV 

design specification from the User Manual and 
the system Log Book. 

•  Diagnose the causes of discrepancies  
•  If the defect is fundamental or obscure, the 

examination should stop until the system has 
been repaired 

•  The examiner should warn the client promptly. 



Quantitative Measurement 

Direct Measurement – Anemometer 

 

Indirect Measurement – Pitot Tube 

 

•  Face Velocity 

•  Capture Distance 

•  Duct Velocity 

•  Static Pressures 



Face Velocity? 



Maximum Capture Distance 



Duct Velocity 

• Usually measured  with a pitot tube  and micromanometer. 

• Multiple measurements to allow for internal turbulence. 

• Most turbulence caused by bends, junctions etc. 

• Compare measured duct velocity to the required duct or 
transport velocity. 

• Useful measurement as internal inspections are quite 
difficult. 



Step 3: Assessment of control effectiveness 
 

•  Observation – LEV matched to processes and 
sources? 

•  Adequate LEV hood/system airflow 
•  LEV system matches effective standard 
•  Where possible challenge tests with smoke with 

process running 
•  Dust lamp check of control effectiveness (with 

process running)  
•  Observe the way operators work 
•  Assessment of LEV effectiveness at controlling 

operators’ exposure 

May include: 



Testing LEV 
You are testing the effectiveness of capture not the 

performance of the LEV 

 

Qualitative Testing 

Direct observation 

Visualisation   -Dust lamps etc 

Smoke generators  -Smoke tube 

     -Smoke generator 

     -Mist generator 

 



Dust Lamp 



LEV hood label 

  

•  Examiner should 
issue a simple label 
for every hood 
examined and 
tested 

Inadequate control if the 
hood has failed    

Test record 



LEV hood label 

Criteria for a failure label: 
•  No air flow 
•  Failure of an enclosing hood 

to contain the contaminant 
cloud 

•  Failure of a receiving hood to 
intercept or contain the 
contaminant cloud 

•  Failure of a capture hood, the 
capture zone does not 
encompass the working zone 



Problems with Current Reports 

•  No visual or structural examination of LEV system 
•  System declared “Satisfactory” but faults reported 
•  No, or incomplete, system schematic & identifiers 
•  No photos and identification of parts 
•  Repair and remedial action not listed 
•  Repair and remedial action buried in report not at start 
•  Qualitative & quantitative judgement criteria not listed 
•  Incomplete use of qualitative & quantitative  assessment 

methods 
•  No assessment of exposure control effectiveness 



Issues for Employers with Current Reports 

•  Report goes to engineering function and 
join the long queue 

•  Report filed and forgotten. No action 
taken. 

•  Owner/senior manager don’t take a lead 

•  Should treat report as an ‘audit’ on 
previous years checking, maintenance and 
actions on results 



What Should a Suitable Record Contain? 

•  Prioritised remedial actions (inc any red labels) 
•  The process and substance/substances controlled 
•  LEV diagram showing location and test points 
•  LEV system condition inc photos, serial numbers etc 
•  Qualitative and quantitative methods used 
•  Qualitative and quantitative assessment records 
•  Required and assessed LEV system performance 

compared 
•  Comments on operator methods of working 
•  Comments on system wear and tear 
•  Date of next examination and test 
•  Signature 



LEV Guidance 
Past: 

 HSG 37  An introduction to local exhaust ventilation 

 HSG 54  Maintenance, examination and testing of local exhaust 
ventilation. 

 
Current (May 2008): 

•  HSG 258 Controlling airborne contaminants at work: A guide to  
  local exhaust ventilation  

This is a detailed document on how LEV should be designed, built, 
commissioned and tested. It is aimed at manufacturers of LEV systems 
but will also make essential reading for many safety professionals. 

•  ING 408 Clearing the air: A simple guide to buying and using local 
  exhaust ventilation 

This document will be free of charge and will inform employers of their 
roles and responsibilities in relation to LEV 

•  ING 409 Time to clear the air! A workers pocket guide to local  
  exhaust ventilation 

This document will be free of charge and will inform employees of their 
roles and responsibilities in relation to LEV 



HOW DO YOU MAKE SURE YOU GET THE RIGHT 
TYPE OF LEV 

 

•  There may be a standard, ‘off-the-shelf’ system that 
would be suitable for you. Ask your trade association or 
check industry guides.  

•  If you have to make any changes to a standard system, 
or if there is no standard system for your industry, get 
help to write a specification of what you will need. Take 
this to your LEV supplier or to a ventilation engineer to 
design a system that will work for you. A clear 
specification will help you get what you need, and avoid 
any misunderstandings with the LEV supplier.  



The specification should: 

•  Describe your work, the dusts/fumes/gases and the 
sources to be controlled, as well as anything you are 
already doing to reduce exposure.  

•  Often important sources of exposure are missed. It’s 
your responsibility to make sure this doesn’t happen. 
You may need to take advice. 

•  Set out how much dust/fume/gas exposure needs to 
be reduced. . 

•  Identify the type of LEV system, including hood, 
needed (find out/take advice). 

  

 



The specification should: 

Also, make sure your specification asks for:  

•  LEV that is easy and safe to check, maintain and clean 
•  Details on how the supplier will prove that the LEV removes as 

much dusts/fumes/gases as you’ve asked for and reduces 
exposure enough 

•  Simple performance indicator instruments, such as manometers 
on hood ducts, so that you and your employees can tell whether 
it is working properly 

•  Training of employees in the use of the LEV system 

•  Training of relevant staff in checking and maintaining the LEV 

•  A User Manual  
•  A log-book to record check and maintenance results 

Remember to involve employees in the selection and design of 
LEV to make sure that it's effective and practical.  

 



HOW DO YOU SELECT AN LEV SUPPLIER 
 

You are responsible for making sure that your supplier is competent to do the 
job. Compare their plans and quotations with your specification. Ask 
potential suppliers: 

  
•  What experience do you have in designing/providing LEV systems?  
•  What industries have you supplied LEV to? 
•  What are your professional qualifications, experience and memberships? 
•  Have you successfully applied LEV to similar processes/activities in my 

industry? 
•  Can you provide references, testimonials or examples showing successful 

installation of LEV systems? (Contact past customers to check references.) 
•  Are they tied to a particular range of LEV products? 
•  How will you show that the LEV provides adequate control?  
•  What training do you include in using, checking and maintaining the LEV 

system? 
  
Only buy LEV that will adequately control exposure – ask the supplier how 

they will prove this 



HOW DO YOU KNOW THE LEV WORKS  

•  The quotation should cover all the requirements laid out in your 

specification.  

•  The supplier should test the LEV (this is called “commissioning”) to 

show that it has been installed properly and that it controls 

exposure. This will need your cooperation because it should be 

done when normal working is taking place. 

•  You, and your employees, will need training, by the supplier, in how 

the LEV works and how to check and maintain it.  



What documentation should the supplier give me  

1. A User Manual including: 

•  A simple description of the LEV system, including diagrams  

•  Simple instructions on how to use the LEV  

•  Performance information collected during commissioning 

•  How and when (daily, weekly and longer term) to check the LEV 

•  Common early signs of “wear and tear” 

•  Details of what checks should be done at each annual thorough 

examination and test of the system 

2. A logbook for recording details of checks and maintenance 



What documentation should the supplier give me  

3. A Commissioning Report that covers: 

•  LEV description in detail, including diagrams 

•  LEV ventilation performance specification (taken from User 

Manual and supplier quotation) 

•  Measurements of ventilation performance, such as pressures 

and velocities, for comparison with the supplier's quotation. All 

measurement positions and results clearly recorded. 

•  How well the LEV controls employee exposure, based on 

observations, simple tests such as smoke tracer and dust-lamp 

and, where necessary exposure measurement 

•  How people should use the LEV system to get the best out of it 

To keep control you need a User Manual, a logbook, a 

Commissioning Report and training 



WHAT DO YOU NEED TO DO ONCE THE LEV IS 
INSTALLED 

 

•  The law says that you need to make sure it carries on working 

properly.  

•  You will need to regularly check and maintain the LEV over the year 

and have it 'thoroughly examined and tested' roughly every year.  

•  To do this you will need the User Manual, Logbook and training.  

•  If you don’t have the Manual or Book or instructions and training, 

ask your LEV supplier for them or get professional advice.  

•  The work needs to be done by competent people. 



Checking and maintenance 
 

The User Manual describes the checks and maintenance: 
•  How to do them  
•  How often, and,  
•  What to write in the Log-Book..  
  
If there is any obvious damage to the LEV, or it clearly isn’t working 

properly employees should report this and it should be 
repaired straight away.  

How often you check your LEV and how you do it will depend on 
how complicated the system is, how likely it is to fail, and the 
consequences if it does.  

Complicated LEV that’s likely to go wrong with serious 
consequences needs more frequent checks and maintenance.  

Update the checks and their frequency in the User Manual as you 
get experience in running the LEV system. 

 



Checking and maintenance 
 

  

Checks and maintenance tend to cover four types of parts: 
1.  Moving parts that may wear more quickly, such as fan 

bearings or filter shakers 
2.  Non-moving parts, such as hoods, ductwork and seals (which 

can suffer physical or chemical damage and wear, etc) 
3.  Parts that deteriorate with use, such as filters or flexible 

ducting 
4.  Parts that need regular attention, such as filter bins or filters 

that need replacement. 
  
If the LEV can become contaminated with toxic substances, you 

may need to use ‘permit to work’ and formal method 
statements when people work on the system.  

 



Give people responsibilities for  
checks and maintenance.  

 

These may overlap, for example: 

•  Operator 
–  Daily checks / report faults. 

•  Supervisor 
–  Weekly checks / seek problems / arrange repairs / correct 

deviations from the correct way of working / record findings and 
actions. 

•  Section manager 
–  Identify problems / receive regular reports from the supervisor / 

carry responsibility for maintenance and testing. 

 

Ask employees using LEV for feedback and suggestions on how it, 
and working practices, can be improved  



Users’ checklist for Local Exhaust Ventilation 
 
 

1.  The extraction is working properly and the indicator is giving 
the right reading 

2.  The extraction is collecting or containing the dust / mist / 
fume / gas effectively (Note – some contaminants are invisible 
in normal lighting) 

3.  There are no other signs of falling performance e.g. smells, 
settled dust, visible escape 

4.  Work is close enough to the extraction point for good capture. 

5.  There are no unusual noises or vibration coming from the 
extraction. 

6.  I have told my supervisor about anything I think may be 
wrong. 

 



WHAT RECORDS DO YOU NEED TO KEEP 
 

 In your Log-Book, keep a record of all LEV checks and maintenance 
so that you can show that it has been done and that the LEV is 
working as well as it should be. This will also help you keep track of 
repairs and sort problems out before they get more serious. Keep 
the log-book for at least five years. The same requirement applies to 
thorough examination and test reports. 



What is the thorough examination and test 
 

  

The annual examination tests the LEV against the performance outlined in the User 
Manual and recorded in the commissioning report.  

If you don’t have the design performance data, you will not know whether your 
system is working correctly. You may need to have your system re-
commissioned.  

If your system has been commissioned, but you have changed the process or layout 
since then, you need to re-commission the system.  

A professional advisor can help you work out what you need to do.  

  

You and your employees will need to co-operate with the examiner. Give them the: 

•  Specification of the LEV system 

•  LEV commissioning report 

•  LEV User Manual 

•  Log-book with details of checks and maintenance activities 

  

 



The LEV Report 

The examiner should give you a report of the examination and test. This should 

include: 

1.  a prioritised Action Plan listing anything that you need to do.  

2.  If the examination and test show that the LEV isn’t controlling peoples’ 

exposure to dusts/fumes/gases, stop the work and repair the LEV.  

3.  If you want work to continue whilst you arrange repair, employees will need to 

wear suitable respirators.   

4.  If the thorough examination and test report Action Plan contains long lists of 

repairs and poor performance this tells you that your checking and 

maintenance is not good enough. Use the test report as an audit of your 

procedures and an opportunity to review all your exposure control measures. 

Improve them if you can.  

5.  It is your responsibility to arrange checks, maintenance and thorough 

examination and test – make sure you use competent people  

Thoroughly examine and test LEV against the original commissioning report 



Competence 
 

 You must make sure that anyone who checks and maintains the LEV system 
and does the thorough examination and test is competent.  

 They should have the knowledge, skills and experience to do the job properly. 
There are relevant courses available – BOHS, CIBSE.  

  

What training for operators/supervisors/managers should I provide? 

Training should cover the basics of: 

–  The harm caused by the substances you use; 

–  How exposure may occur;  

–  How the LEV system works;  

–  Methods of working that get the best out of the LEV; 

–  How to check the LEV is working; and 

–  What to do if something goes wrong.  

 

Keep training records for everyone. This includes refresher training.  

Changes to the work process mean that LEV may also need to change, and 
staff may need re-training. 

 



Air Monitoring 



Air Monitoring as a proving method 

Objectives of an air monitoring programme 

Quantifying the performance of the LEV system with the 
exposure application it is designed to control 
 
Demonstrating compliance with the original design 
specification 
 
Demonstrating compliance with the relevant WEL 
 
Providing data to allow comparative assessment to be 
made between the performance of the LEV system and 
the resulting exposure levels. 



Air Monitoring as a proving method 

We must firstly determine exactly what information a 
programme of ‘Air Monitoring’ will give us and then assess its 
relevance to the overall assessment. 
 
Are we looking to quantify the exposure of the individual? 
 
Are we looking to provide information on the limits of effect of 
the LEV system? 
 
Are we looking to quantify emissions into the general work 
environment? 
 
Are we looking to quantify the concentrations of the pollutant 
at the discharge point? 



Air Monitoring  -  Basic terms 

Personal sampling 
…a sampling train that is attached to an individual… 

Background sampling 
…a sampling train that is positioned in a fixed or mobile 
location… 
 
8 hour exposures 
The nominal exposure throughout the working day 
 
Short term exposures 
Those exposures which occur as peaks for a number of 
reasons: 

- Short periods of working 
- Infrequent conduct of the task 
- Spillages of the substance 



Air Monitoring 

Hidden Peak Exposures 
It is often easy to miss the most critical exposure periods.  
Identifying these periods can only be achieved if the 
process and its past history is well understood 
 

Confidence in your results 
With any air monitoring survey, you will have to decide 
whether the results that you have obtained are truly 
representative of the exposures that are occurring 



Air Monitoring 

The following questions need to be answered to 
enable the correct conclusions to be made when 
planning an effective air monitoring programme 
 
 
Why, Who, What, Where, When and How 
 

Planning an air monitoring  Strategy 


